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Descriptive Summary
Title: Inventory of the California State Senate Rules Committee - Office of Senate Floor Analyses Records
Dates: 1985-2008
Collection number: See series descriptions for LP numbers
Creator: California State Senate Rules Committee - Office of Senate Floor Analyses
Collection Size: 315 cubic feet
Repository: California State Archives
Sacramento, California

Abstract: This record group consists of 315 cubic feet of Bill Files from the Senate Rules Committee, Office of Senate Floor Analyses. The bill files may contain several drafts of floor analyses from either the Senate Rules Committee or various other committees along with amendments, and, on occasion, correspondence and background information.

Physical location: California State Archives
Languages: Languages represented in the collection: English

Access
While the majority of the records are open for research, any access restrictions are noted in the record series descriptions.

Publication Rights
For permission to reproduce or publish, please contact the California State Archives. Permission for reproduction or publication is given on behalf of the California State Archives as the owner of the physical items. The researcher assumes all responsibility for possible infringement which may arise from reproduction or publication of materials from the California State Archives collections.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], [Name of Committee], LP[number]:[folder number], California State Archives, Office of the Secretary of State, Sacramento, California.

Acquisition History
The State Archives received these records in accordance with California Government Code 9080(b) which requires legislative committees to transfer their records to the State Archives when they are no longer needed by the committee.

Committee History
The Office of Senate Floor Analyses was created in the 1985 legislative session by Senate Resolution 15. Prior to 1985, Senate Rule 29.8 required both the Majority and Minority Caucuses to analyze each bill prior to it being placed on the desk of each Senator. No amendment was to be considered until it also was analyzed by both caucuses. After Senate Resolution 15 was signed, Senate Rule 29.8 transferred those duties from the caucuses to the newly created Office of Senate Floor Analyses. The Office of Senate Floor Analyses still stands with the same duties today.

Scope and Content
This record group consists of 315 cubic feet of Bill Files from the Senate Rules Committee, Office of Senate Floor Analyses. The bill files may contain several drafts of floor analyses from either the Senate Rules Committee or various other committees along with amendments, and, on occasion, correspondence and background information. These records may be beneficial for researchers as they contain analyses on nearly every bill heard in each session. It is also anticipated that the Archives will receive further records from the Senate Rules Committee, Office of Senate Floor Analyses. Researchers should check for recently received, unprocessed records of the committee.

**Accruals**
Further accruals are expected.

**Indexing Terms**
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library’s online public access catalog.
Senate Rules Committee - Office of Senate Floor Analyses Records
California. Legislature. Senate.
California. Legislature. Senate. Office of Senate Floor Analyses
Series 1: Bill Files 1985-2008

Physical Description: 6,488 file folders

Alternative Form of Materials Available

Microfilm copies of bill files are available for the years 1985-1988 where indicated with MF before the LP number.

Arrangement

Arranged chronologically by legislative session, then numerically by bill number.

Scope and Content Note

Most bill files include all or some of the following items: bill analyses, amendments and resolutions, author's statements, testimony, press releases, newspaper clippings, correspondence, roll calls, records of votes, and committee statements.

1985-1986: SB1-SB2218 (33ff) MF LP265:198-230
1985-1986: SB2221-SB2618; SCA3-SCA34; SCR2-SCR104; SJR1-SJR70; SR7-SR54; SB2X (7ff) MF LP266:1-7
1985-1986: AB1-AB3788; ACA5-ACA7; ACR2-ACR171; AJR4-AJR110; AB1X; ACR1X (32ff) MF LP266:8-39
1987-1988: SB1-SB2896; SCA6-SCA41; SCR2-SCR105; SJR1-SJR48; SR7-SR47 (50ff) MF LP266:40-89
1987-1988: AB3-AB4699; ACA54; ACR4-ACR171; AJR11-AJR94 (38ff) MF LP266:90-127
1989-1990: SB1-SB2912; SCA1-SCA47; SCR2-SCR118; SJR1-SJR75; SR2-SR73; SB1X-SB49X (91ff) LP348:1-91
1989-1990: AB1-AB3830; ACA6-ACA44; ACR1-ACR138; AJR2-AJR104; AB9X-AB66X (56ff) LP348:220-275
1991-1992: SB1-SB2072; SCR1-SCR91; SR7-SR43; SB8X-SB20X; SCR2X (65ff) LP348:276-279
1993-1994: SB1-SB2155; SCA1-SCA46; SCR1-SCR61; SJR2-SJR51; SR7-SR56; SB1X-SB56X (385ff) LP285:1-385
1993-1994: AB1-AB3837; ACA1-ACA47; ACR2-ACR156; AJR1-AJR100; AB1X-AB168X; ACR1X; AJR1X (510ff) LP285:386-895
1995-1996: SB1-SB2178; SCA1-SCA39; SCR1-SCR70; SJR2-SJR57; SR7-SR45; SB1X-SB19X; SCR2X-SCR3X; SB1XX-SB25XX; SB1XXX-SB2XXX (434ff) LP294:1-434
1995-1996: AB1-AB3504; ACA1-ACA49; ACR1-ACR98; AJR3-AJR73; AB1X-AB12X; AB1XX-AB56XX; AB1XXX; AB1XXXX (438ff) LP294:439-876
1997-1998: SB1-SB2242; SCA2-SCA35; SCR1-SCR107; AJR1-AJR47; GRP1; SB1X-SB11X; SCR2X; SB24XX (413ff) LP303:1-413
1997-1998: Governor's Reorganization Plan 1-3 (4ff) LP303:414-891
1999-2000: SB1-SB2260; SCA1-SCA21; SCR1-SCR99; SJR1-SJR42; SR1-SR36; SB1X-SB2X; SCR1X-SCR2X (363ff) LP348:280-642
1999-2000: AB1-AB2941; ACA1-ACA21; ACR3-ACR185; AJR1-AJR77; AB1X-AB34X (372ff) LP348:643-1014
2001-2002: SB1-SB2101; SCA1-SCA16; SCR1-SCR106; AJR1-AJR77; AB1X-AB34X (372ff) LP348:643-1014
2001-2002: SB1-SB2101; SCA1-SCA16; SCR1-SCR106; AJR1-AJR77; AB1X-AB34X (372ff) LP348:643-1014
2003-2004: SB1-SB1917; SCA1-SCA22; SCR1-SCR54; SJR1-SJR34; SR1-SR44; SB4X-SB30X; SCR2X; SB1XX; SCR2XX; SB1XXX; SB1XXXX; SB1XXXXX; SCA1XXXXX; SCA4XXXXX; SCR1XXXXX; SCR2XXXXX; SCR3XXXXX (312ff) LP348:1598-1910